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This case arises out of a collision between two fishing

vessels, Taiyo and Dependable, which occurred off the

southeast coast of Lower California on the morning of

July 16, 1938. The District Court found that the Taiyo

arrived alongside a school of fish and had thereby gained

by fishermen's custom the right to fish without interfer-

ence by other vessels, and that the Dependable, which

had the Taiyo on the former's starboard side, overtook

the Taiyo on a converging course and proceeded directly

across the bow of the Taiyo at so short a distance that

collision was inevitable. Accordingly the court held that

the Dependable was solely at fault for the collision and

an interlocutory decree was entered ordering that the

owners of the Taiyo recover their full damages with in-

terest and costs and that a reference be had to ascertain

the amount of the damage. [A. 92-94.]
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This appeal has been taken by the owner of the Depe,nd-

ABLE from the interlocutory decree.

It is true that this case was tried wholly on depositions

but it was thoroughly briefed in the District Court and

orally argued and the District Court gave an oral opinion

and made findings. While the presumption in favor of

the lower court's decision is of lesser weight than would

be the case where the witnesses testify orally, there is

still a presumption of correctness attaching to the District

Court's decision, which appellant must assume the affirma-

tive burden of rebutting. This, we take it, is the effect

of this court's several recent decisions on the subject, of

which the Ernest H. Meyer, 84 F. (2d) 496, 501, is

typical.

While the statement of the case made in appellant's

brief is in general accurate, we do have the following ex-

ceptions to make to it:

(1) It is stated flatly that according to the Depend-

able's story, the Taiyo was lying about one-half mile

southeast of the Dependable and that the school of fish

was to the northeast of the Dependable. (Appellant's

Brief, p. 7.) It should be stated that there was great

variation in the estimates of distance separating the two

vessels given by the Dependable's witnesses—all the way

from three-fourths of a mile [A. 275] to 400 feet.

[A. 363.] There is also very considerable discrepancy as

respects the direction of the school from the Dependable,

the witness Joe Alioto [A. 277] giving it as northeast;

Sardina [A. 333] as east and Frank Alioto [A. 362-3]

as southeast.

(2) As will be more fully pointed out later, the esti-

mate given by the Dependable's captain that over three
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or four minutes elapsed between the time the Depend-

able stopped her engine just short of the school and the

time of the collision is patently excessive, and is altogether

inconsistent with other evidence from the Dependable

of what took place between the stopping of the engine

and the time of the collision.

(3) It is true that from the diagrams made by Captain

Imahashi, it would appear that the school of fish was

"almost astern" (i. e., south) of the Taiyo when the

Taiyo first discovered it, but the captain's testimony is

that the school lay to the southeast and not to the south,

and most of the witnesses on both sides say that the

school itself was moving slowly easterly, which would

mean that the Taiyo's course from the discovery of the

school until the time of collision was, as the court found,

in a southeasterly direction.

(4) When the Taiyo observed the Dependable had

gotten under way and was proceeding toward the school

of fish the Taiyo was pursuing, the testimony of the

Taiyo's captain is that the Dependable was then less

than half a mile away from the Taiyo [A. 119] or about

the same distance as originally separated the two boats,

and not three-fourths of a mile as counsel assert. This

would be perfectly possible and would indeed follow if

the Dependable was, as the Taiyo's master testified,

northeast of the Taiyo and the school southeast.

(5) As will more fully appear later, the master of the

Taiyo in the course of his cross-examination corrected

the statement attributed to him by the interpreter during

his direct examination that the Taiyo moved backwards

about a boatlength prior to the collision, and it is conceded

that this did not occur.



To recapitulate very briefly, then, the claims of the

respective vessels

:

The Taiyo's claim is that she saw the school of fish,

started for it ahead of the Dependable, approached the

school, reduced the speed of her engine for some little time

while drawing- up to it, threw bait overboard, then stopped

her engine and commenced fishing with the school on her

starboard side, and that while the Taiyo was thus slowing

and stopping, the Dependable overtook the Taiyo on a

converging course from the Taiyo's port to the Taiyo's

starboard, and proceeded directly ahead of the Taiyo at

so short a distance that despite an immediate reversal of

the Taiyo's engine, the collision could not be avoided.

The Taiyo also claims that just prior to the collision the

Dependable put her rudder to the left, which had the

effect of throwing her starboard quarter to the right and

into and against the stem of the Taiyo.

The Depe,ndable contends that she started toward the

school before the Taiyo; that when she was fairly close

to the school she observed the Taiyo stop and throw bait

into the water while the Taiyo was off the Dependable's

starboard quarter; that the Dependable kept on at a

speed of SjA knots, stopped her engine when within 75 or

100 feet of the school of fish and coasted on her momen-

tum; that she then observed the Taiyo had started up

again, approaching on a course substantially parallel to

that of the Dependable and that the Taiyo then sud-

denly turned to port at right angles and crashed directly

into the starboard side of the Dependable while the lat-

ter was lying almost motionless in the water.

It is agreed that there is no real issue as to the law

applicable to this case and that the responsibility for the

collision is to be primarily determined by ascertaining

which of the two vessels was the overtaking vessel.
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Summary of Argument.

1. The trial court was fully justified in accepting the

Taiyo's contention that the Dependable was the over-

taking vessel.

(a) One very significant fact which the trial court

emphasized is that the Dependable admits she saw the

Taiyo reduce speed and stop while the Dependable was

still proceeding at 8j/2 knots. All the evidence from the

Taiyo indicates that the collision happened almost imme-

diately after the Dependable arrived at the school of

fish. An analysis of the Dependable's evidence also

shows this must be so. This means, of course, that the

Dependable, as the court found, was the overtaking ves-

sel because the Taiyo could not start behind the Depend-

able, reduce speed and stop while the Dependable con-

tinued at her regular rate, yet reach the point of collision

almost as soon as the Dependable got there. The court

properly rejected the Dependable's claims: (a) that the

Taiyo was behind her when the Taiyo stopped; (b) that

three or four minutes elapsed from the Dependable's

arrival at the school until the collision, and (c) that the

Dependable was almost at a standstill when the collision

occurred.

(b) The Dependable's account of the events leading

up to the collision is inherently unreasonable. To accept

it would require one to believe that the Taiyo after slow-

ing, stopping and throwing out bait, suddenly started up

again and drawing up almost parallel with the Depend-

able, turned to port at a right angle and crashed directly

into the Dependable's starboard side. The particular

maneuver attributed to the Taiyo by the Dependable

would be a navigational impossibility.



(c) The Dependable's story carries with it an impli-

cation that the Taiyo's story was dehberately fabricated.

All the witnesses for the Taiyo agree that her engine was

not started up again after she slowed, stopped and com-

menced fishing. They could not be merely mistaken on

that point. If the Dependable's claim is accepted that

the Taiyo did not have a school of fish alongside, and

that after stopping and throwing bait into the water for

no good reason, the Taiyo started ahead again, one must

assume that all the Taiyo's witnesses were guilty of

perjury.

2. Appellant devotes much space to a discussion of the

alleged gross inaccuracies in the Taiyo's claims as to the

distance traversed by the Dependable in overtaking the

Taiyo. It is doubtless true that there are many instances

of more or less inaccurate estimates of time, distance and

directions. But these, if they do exist, do not cast any

doubt on the correctness in general of the court's decision

in the Taiyo's favor. Indeed, the particulars in which

appellant claims the Taiyo's story is impossible, are not

necessarily erroneous. There is nothing to justify appel-

lant's assertion that it is a necessary inference from

Captain Imahashi's testimony that the Dependable was

three-quarters of a mile behind the Taiyo when the

Dependable started in motion, instead of less than half

a mile away as he put it. If the Dependable lay to the

northeast of the Taiyo and the two vessels were on con-

verging courses toward the school which lay to the south-

east of the Taiyo, the distance between the two boats



proceeding at equal speed would constantly narrow. Mere

errors in estimating times and distances do not reflect on

the credibility of the witnesses with respect to the main

issues of fact. For that matter, there are obviously

greater errors in the Dependable's estimates than in

those of the Taiyo.

3. Appellant's alleged demonstration of the impossi-

bility of the Taiyo's maneuvers immediately prior to the

collision merely proves that the Taiyo was not actually

moving backward through the water at the moment of

impact. No claim is made that she was; and as we have

said, the apparent statement by the Taiyo's captain that

she backed about a boatlength was corrected by him dur-

ing his cross-examination.

4. The marks of the collision on the Dependable do

not disprove the Taiyo's version of the collision. They

do show that the Taiyo was not going at any rapid rate

of speed. They also prove that the collision was not at

right angles and that the Dependable had considerable

headway at the time of the collision. The improvident

left rudder given by the Dependable is not refuted by

the scars of the collision, and this left rudder is cor-

roborated by admissions of the witness Sardina made dur-

ing the examination before the local inspectors.

5. On any view of the law, whether the case be re-

garded as a crossing case or an overtaking case, the

Dependable was solely at fault.
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ARGUMENT.

I.

The Trial Court Was Fully Justified in Accepting the

TAIYO'S Contention That the DEPENDABLE
Was the Overtaking Vessel.

As to the fundamental question as to which vessel was

overtaking, the testimony is in sharp conflict and it is

obvious that the witnesses on one side or the other have

fallen into error in many particulars. It is not an uncom-

mon thing to find a sharp divergence in the stories told

by the crews of the two vessels in a collision case. With-

out any deliberate attempt to commit perjury, witnesses

are influenced by their natural sense of loyalty to their

own cause and by a process of self-hypnosis, suggestion

and wishful thinking, often make statements in perfect

good faith which, in the light of all the facts and circum-

stances, are demonstrably erroneous. The decisions have

naturally dealt with this problem of conflicting testimony

on innumerable occasions and certain well-settled prin-

ciples have been announced.

As is stated in

15 C. /. S. p. 196:

"In determining, on conflicting testimony, which

of two vessels was in fault for a collision, the court

will take into consideration the probabilities and pre-

sumptions based on the skill, knowledge and ability

of the crews of the respective vessels as to which

was the better manned and the less likely to make a

mistake."
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In

The Arminda, 59 F. (2d) 776, 779,

the court stated that contradictory versions of important

happenings compel resort to the probabiHties of the case

for the ascertainment of the truth. See in this connec-

tion:

The Black Diamond, 273 Fed. 811;

The Winccco, 39 F. (2d) 970;

The Cedarhnrst_, 42 F. (2d) 139, and

11 C. /. 1190, sec. 295.

In

Marsden's Collisions at Sea, Ninth Ed., p. 47,

the author states that in colHsion cases the court will not

impute perjury to the witnesses if any other conclusion is

reasonably possible.

No new problem was presented to the trial court, whose

many years of experience in maritime cases amply quali-

fied him to cope with the situation here involved. As the

court said in his oral opinion [A. 79] : "As often the

sailors swear by their ship." And again: "After care-

fully weighing the evidence and the reasonableness there-

of, and applying the usual rules to the weight of testi-

mony when considered, together with all the circumstances

surrounding, the Taiyo having reached the school when

the Dependable was some little distance away, from the

testimony of the captain, and that the Taiyo having

stopped her engine, confirms and corroborates the testi-

mony of the captain of the Taiyo that the Dependable
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was the overtaking vessel and had to keep out of the way."

These conclusions were summarized by the court in its

fifth finding as follows [A. 86] :

"The court finds that the Taiyo started for the

said school of fish before the Dependable started in

motion and that as the Taiyo approached the school

she slowed her engine for some time and then stopped

her engine and threw out bait to said school while

the Dependable was still proceeding at a speed of

about 8^ knots, and said Dependable overtook said

Taiyo on a course converging with that of the Taiyo.

Whether or not the Dependable actually intended to

pursue the same school of fish alongside of which the

Taiyo had arrived, the course of said Dependable

was directly toward said school. Said Dependable

continued to run at said rate of speed until she was

within 75 or 100 feet of the school of fish she was

pursuing, at which time she stopped her engine and

proceeded on her momentum, and said collision oc-

curred almost immediately after said Dependable

arrived at said school of fish. In view of these facts,

the court finds that the Dependable was the over-

taking vessel and that the testimony of the Depend-

able's witnesses that the Taiyo overtook the De-

pendable is not convincing and cannot be accepted."

Nothing in this record will sustain appellant's assertion

that "the burden of weighing and analyzing the conflict-

ing evidence and following the briefs was too heavy for

the aged judge" or that "he decided the case on a first

impression" without giving it adequate and proper con-

sideration. On the contrary, it is submitted that the court

displayed a marked ability to sift the important from the

inconsequential and decided the case on the basis of cer-

tain fundamental propositions which are amply borne out

by a consideration of the entire record.
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A. The Admitted Fact That the Taiyo Reduced

Her Speed and The,n Stopped While the De-

pendable Was Proceeding at 8^ Knots Was
Quite Properly Emphasized by the Trial Court.

It is admitted that during the time that the Taiyo was

pursuing- the school of fish she slowed her engine for

some time, then stopped and threw out bait while the

Dependable was still proceeding at nearly full speed of

8^ knots. The only reasonable deduction from the

Dependable's own evidence, moreover, is that the colli-

sion occurred very soon after the Dependable stopped

her engine. These circumstances alone dispose of the

Dependable's claim that the Taiyo was the overtaking

vessel and rightly were given prominence by the trial court

in its opinion and findings.

The two vessels were capable of approximately the

same speed. The Taiyo could not start behind the De-

pendable, stop on the way to the school while the

Dependable proceeded at Sj^ knots, and yet arrive at

the point of collision almost immediately after the De-

pendable stopped her engine. The Dependable's evi-

dence can be reconciled only with the proposition that the

Taiyo started first, got to the school first and was over-

taken while she was reducing speed and stopping.

It is true that the witness Alioto does give an estimate

(based on a mere guess and not on any actual timing)

that three or four minutes elapsed from the time the

Dependable's engine was stopped until the collision. This

assertion is repeatedly made by opposing counsel in their

brief as if it were undisputed, ignoring the fact that the

trial court expressly found that the collision occurred

almost immediately after the Dependable arrived at the

school of fish. An analysis of the testimony will show
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that the court was amply justified in making this finding.

Not only is the finding sustained by all the Taiyo's evi-

dence, but, as we have said, it is a necessary deduction

from the Depe.ndable's evidence.

It is conceded by the Dependable's witnesses that the

Taiyo stopped and threw out bait while the Dependable

was proceeding at three-quarter speed or about Sj/2 knots.

Joe Alioto testified [A. 278] :

"A. Well, we were still going after the fish and

the Taiyo was coming right back of us, looked like

she was starting to catch up to us—she was catching

up, in a way; then she stopped, when we were pretty

close to the fish she stopped.

Q. At the time she stopped, how far was the

Dependable from the fish? A. It wasn't very far,

about—oh, about two blocks away.

Q. That is two city blocks? A. Two city blocks

—two and a half.

Q. And what was the position of the Taiyo at

that time with reference to the Dependable? A.

Still on the starboard side, astern.

Q. You say 'she stopped.' How could you tell?

A. I saw them stop, they were throwing bait.

Q. That is, you could see them throwing bait?

A. Yes.

Q. By the way, how do you bait fish on that kind

of vessel, just what is the process, so the court will

understand ? A. Well, when you get up to the school

of fish you start throwing bait, and the fish start

jumping all around the boat where you throw bait.

Q. The bait are live sardines? A. Live bait,

live sardines.
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O. And they are thrown over the side, to get the

fish jumping and biting? A. Yes.

O. And you could see they were throwing bait

on the Taiyo? A. Yes, sir.

Q. And about how far was the Taiyo from you,

on that bearing, at the time you saw them stop and

throw bait? A. Oh, about a block and a half or

two.

0. Did the Dependable stop at that time? A.

NoT

Q. What did the Dependable do from then on?

A. It kept going on up to the school of fish."

And again [A. 322] :

"O. Now, when you saw the Taiyo when she was

throwing bait out, was she practically stopped in the

water then? A. No, just coasting, she had stopped,

her engines was idling, and was just coasting.

Q. And you kept running on your momentum,

you didn't start up your engines again at that stage?

A. No, we kept going for the fish.

Q. Were your engines still running? A. Ours

was, yes. The Taiyo's engines stopped when they

stopped to throw bait.

Q. Were you still running at three-quarters

speed? A. Yes, we were still going up to the fish."

The witness Sardina testified [A. 335] :

"Q. Now, at any time before the Dependable

got to the school of fish, do you know whether or not

the Taiyo stopped her engine? A. As we were

going to the fish, the Taiyo stopped, and they were

throwing bait to some fish but not the fish that we
saw,"
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Frank Alioto, Sr., stated [A. 373] :

"Q. Well, prior to the time that your vessel

stopped her engines, when she was approaching" the

school, did you see the Dependable stop and throw

bait out—I mean the Taiyo stop and throw bait out?

A. They slowed down very much and started to

throw bait."

It is also admitted that the Dependable headed for

the school at three-quarter speed, or about 8^ knots.

[A. 277.]

Now an examination of the Dependable's testimony

also indicates most persuasively that the collision occurred

not three or four minutes after the Dependable stopped

her engine but almost immediately thereafter.

Joe Alioto testified [A. 279-280] :

"Q. And you proceeded into the school of fish,

and then what happened? A. We stopped.

Q. When you say 'stopped'—did you stop the

ship or stop the engines? A. Stopped the engines

and coasted right into the fish, and started throwing

bait. We zvere ready to—ready to start fishing, when

I turned around and see this Taiyo coming right

ahead at full speed.

Q. Now, at that point when you coasted into the

fish, it was then that you looked around and saw the

Taiyo again? A. Yes.

Q. How did she bear on you then? A. About

the same course as she was coming before she stopped

the last time—it could have been about—about 90 on

the compass.

Q. Well, never mind the course with reference to

the compass. I want to know how she bore with
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reference to the Depe,ndable. Do you understand

what I mean? That is, where was the Taiyo with

reference to the Dependable, ahead, to the right, or

astern, or how? A. On the starboard side.

O. Ahead or astern? A. Still astern.

Q. And in what direction was she headed? A.

She was headed right together, right for us; I hap-

pened to see her turn and come right for us, trying

to get into the same school of fish.

Q, She made a turn which way? A. To the

port.

Q. To her port, and headed for the Dependable?

A. Yes, sir.

Q. How fast was she coming? A. I imagine it

was full speed.

Q. How do you determine that? A. By the way

they throw the water in front the bow.

Q. And at that time, when she turned towards

you, how far away was she? A. About a block

away.

Q. That would be about how much in ship's

length? A. Three ships lengths." (Emphasis ours.)

He also testified [A. 282-283] :

"Q. Had fishing actually started on the Depend-

able? Had the men gotten on the racks and started

fishing? A. There was some men just about ready

to get in the racks.

Q. These racks, by the way, are platforms that

are hung over the side, on which the men stand?

A. Yes"

Q. And on which side were the Dependable

racks rigged? A. On the port side.
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Q. Now, after you started the engines, and the

wheel was put over hard to starboard, what happened

next? A. The Taiyo was coming upon us, we

couldn't get out of the way.

Q. She ran into you? A. Yes.

Q. And between the time that you saw the Taiyo

turn towards you and the time she hit you, how much

of a period of time elapsed? A. Oh, about—not

very long ; I don't think it even reached half a minute,

they were coming so fast."

On cross-examination the following illuminating bit of

testimony was given [A. 322] :

"Q. How long before you actually got up to the

school was it that you stopped your engine? A. Oh,

about when I was about seventy-five to a hundred

feet away from them.

Q. At that time was the Taiyo still drifting f A.

No, they had started up and were coming for the

fish/'

The witness Sardina testified [A. 335] :

"A. When we got to the fish we stopped."

And again [A. 347]:

"Q. Did you notice whether there were any men

on your own fishing racks? A. There was one, but

he didn't get to fishing.

Q. And that was on the port side of your vessel?

A. On the stern.

Q. Your fishing racks, on your vessel, are on the

left side? A. Left hand, yes. (Emphasis ours.)
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Frank Alioto, Jr., testified [A. 352-353] :

"When you saw the Taiyo just before the collision,

where did that vessel bear to you—how did she bear

to you? Do you know what I mean by that: What
distance was she—what direction from you? A.

They were—w^hat direction she was running?

Q. Yes. A. She was running about the same

course we were, the way it looked.

Q. And on your starboard hand? A. It was on

the right-hand side of us.

Q. And about even with you? A. No, a little

behind us, like.

Q. And how far away? A. Oh, it was about

100 foot away.

Q. And what was your vessel doing then? A.

When I saw it, well, we were just—they had shut off

the motors and started gliding, the boat glides after

you shut the motors off.

Q. And were there any fish in your immediate

vicinity then? A. Yes, because I started running

for—/ was standing up on the rail of the stern, ready

to jump in the rack.

Q. Did you see any fish right around you then?

A. Sure, they started jumping.

Q. From right immediately where you were? A.

Sure.

Q. On what side of your vessel? A. They were

—well, we were right in the middle of the whole

school.

Q. So, they were on both sides? A. All around.

Q. And were you throwing any bait out then?

A. I couldn't tell you if we was, because I wasn't

watching him.
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Q. Were you throwing any bait? A. No.

Q. Did you have your fishing pole? A. Yes, in

my hand.

Q. You didn't get on the fishing rack, though?

A. No, I didn't get a chance to get on the fishing

rack; zvhen I saw him turn I just dropped the pole

and started running," (Emphasis ours.)

And again [A. 355] :

"Q. When you first saw her how far behind you

was she? A. When I first saw her?

Q. Yes. A. She was about 200 feet behind.

Q. And then she started to turn? A. Then she

came up to us and then she turned.

Q. How far up on you did she come before she

turned? A. She got about up to the mast.

Q. Before she turned at all? A. Yes.

Q. Practically paralled with you, is that right?

A. Yes.

Q. Until her bow was even with your mast? A.

Yes.

Q. And then she suddenly turned left? A. Yes.

Q. And during all this time you were just drift-

ing through the water? A. Yes.

O. Fish jumping all around you, and you were

going right ahead? A. Yes.

Q. And she was going full speed? A. Yes.

Q. How long do you think it took from the time

you first saw her until the collision occurred? A.

How long did it take?

Q. Yes. A. Well, I only ran as far as the

middle of the tank, that's as far as I reached and

they already hit.

\
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Q. A matter of a few seconds, is that right? A.

A couple of minutes—not even an amount of time."

(Emphasis ours.)

Frank AHoto, Sr., testified [A. 365] :

"A. I turned just a Httle to south, to hold the

boat right straight ahead.

0. To the south—turned a little to the south. Is

that to the right or to the left? A. I didn't change

the course at all, I just turned the wheel to hold the

boat going straight ahead.

Q. You just held the boat right straight ahead?

A. Just to hold it.

Q. Now, when you came up to the school of fish

what was done with the engines? A. As we got to

the fish, the fish they zuere just a little ahead of its,

and we stopped the boat right there, and the boat was

rolling slowly." (Emphasis ours.)

From the foregoing testimony we submit that no con-

clusion is possible except that the collision occurred a very

short time after the Dependable stopped her engine. It

will be recalled that the Dependable was going 8^ knots

and that on her master's testimony she stopped her engine

when within seventy-five or a hundred feet of the school.

She would coast that hundred feet in less than ten seconds.

On a fishing boat the fishermen do not waste any time in

getting into the fish racks and commencing fishing. They

do not dawdle around getting ready to fish for three or

four minutes after arriving at a school. They get ready

as they approach a school so they can fish immediately on

reaching it. That is their job. Their very liveHhood de-
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pends on making the most of their fishing opportunities.

As Captain Imahashi said [A. 117] :

"They are all located on fishing rack ready to fish

because the minute we approach a school of fish that

is their duty to g'et ready to fish, that is where they

were."

Obviously the same routine prevailed on the Dependable.

Witness Frank Alioto's testimony that he started running

when the fish were seen, ready to jump in the rack.

[A, 352.] Yet the evidence is clear that no one had time

actually to start fishing before the collision had occurred

and only one man had even gotten on the fishing rack.

It would appear from the above testimony, moreover,

that it is claimed that the Taiyo was already under way

and approaching the Dependable at full speed at a distance

of some 100 to 300 feet even before the Dependable had

stopped her engine. [A. 322.] If that were true, it is

utterly inconceivable that more than a half minute or so

would be required to bring the vessels together. Cer-

tainly a collision could easily have been avoided if any-

thing like three or four minutes had elapsed from the

stopping of the engine and the collision. The mere read-

ing of this testimony is enough to demonstrate the funda-

mental correctness of the Taiyo's claim that she started

first, got to the school first and that while she was ad-

mittedly reducing speed and stopping, the Dependable

overtook her and intent on fish, and nothing but fish,

crossed directly ahead of the Taiyo and discovered her

presence too late to avoid collision. The court quite prop-

erly accepted the Taiyo's evidence that she was always

ahead of the Dependable, and rejected the Dependable's

contention that the Taiyo was behind her when the Taiyo
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slowed her engine and then stopped. The court also re-

fused to give any credence to the Dependable's claim

that she had run off her momentum almost to a standstill

when the collision occurred.

B. The Dependable's Story Is Inherently So Un-

reasonable That Its Mere Statement Compels

Its Rejection.

The Dependable endeavored to convince the lower court

and would have this court believe that the Taiyo for some

unaccountable reason after slowing, stopping and throw-

ing out bait, immediately started up again at full speed,

then came to a position practically parallel with the De-

pendable and about 100 feet away, but never got abreast

of the Dependable or forward of her beam, and when

she was even with her mast, suddenly turned and struck

the Dependable at right angles at a point sixteen feet

forward of the stern. [A. 282-283; A. 324; A. 356.]

All of this is supposed to have happened while the De-

pendable was gliding forward under her momentum.

Such a maneuver would not only be preposterously un-

reasonable, but would be a navigational impossibility.

When a vessel puts her rudder hard over, the stern will

first kick away from the direction of her turn. The whole

ship ''crabs" off in the same direction as it slowly begins

to turn. Due to her momentum along her original course,

the ship will range ahead along that course for anywhere

from one length to three lengths, depending on her speed,

before beginning to gain ground in the desired direction.

(See Knight, Modern Seamanship, 10th Ed., p. 499.)

Yet the Dependable's witnesses claim that the Taiyo

started a turn when she was even with a point about 40

feet forward of the Dependable's stern and completed a
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turn at right angles, striking the Dependable at a point

only sixteen feet forward of the stern, and at the same

time the Dependable had such momentum that the Taiyo

never got to a position forward of the Dependable's

beam.

It is admitted that the Dependable did not at any time

reverse her engine. It is perfectly apparent that the colli-

sion just could not have happened in the way that the

Dependable's witnesses describe. If the Dependable

had enough momentum to keep ahead of the Taiyo while

the latter was turning at right angles, she would have

retained enough to have gone completely out of the way

before the Taiyo reached her.

C. The Dependable's Story Carries the Necessary

Implication That the Taiyo's Evidence Was
Deliberately Fabricated.

In their briefs in the trial court, appellant's proctors

stated that they made no charge of false swearing or con-

scious misstatement. They now state (Appellant's Brief,

p. 30)

:

"The Taiyo's story must be in all essence a com-

plete fabrication."

The only thing that happened between the two statements

is that appellant lost the case. This hardly seems an ade-

quate test of credibility. We do agree, however, that the

acceptance of the Dependable's contentions would neces-

sarily imply a theory that the Taiyo's story was delib-

erately fabricated. All of the Taiyo's witnesses are in

accord that her engine was slowing for some time and

then stopped and that there was no change in the engine

until the reversal immediately before the collision. If, as

the Dependable admits, the Taiyo stopped and threw out
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bait a substantial period of time before the collision, it is

obvious that the collision could not have occurred unless

the Dependable was then behind the Taiyo and overtook

her, as the court found, or unless the Taiyo later started

up her engine again and caught up with the Dependable,

as appellant contends. It is quite possible that witnesses

may be honestly mistaken as to directions, courses, times

and distances, and we freely admit the testimony on both

sides of this case is probably full of major or minor

errors in those respects, but the Taiyo's witnesses could

not be simply mistaken in their testimony that there was

one continuous operation of reducing speed, stopping,

throwing out bait and commencing to fish until imme-

diately before the collision. The Dependable's claim,

therefore, means a charge of perjury on the part of all

of the Taiyo's witnesses.

The engineer Hidman's testimony is perfectly clear

that he went down to the engine room after the engine

was started; that it went a regular speed for a while,

then at slow speed and then stopped; that he came out on

deck to get a breath of air and observed the Dependable

about to cross the Taiyo's bow from the latter's port to

her starboard hand and that immediately before the col-

lision the Taiyo's engine was reversed. He testified

[A. 257] :

'*0. When you first went down in the engine

room how was the engine running then, at what

speed ? A. When starting from the place we stopped

first?

Q. Yes, you say the engine started then you went

down below. A. Yes, engine started at regular

speed.

Q. How was the engine running then? A.

Regular speed, then go slozu.
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Q. And then stopped? A. Stop.

Q. When it stopped, that is when you came on

deck? A. I go outside.

Q. Right away as soon as it stopped? A. Yes,

as soon as it stop I go outside.

Q. What did you go up for, did you have any-

thing to do on deck? A. No, nothing, just to get

fresh air, because I work about sixteen hours some-

times and we need fresh air, we take a look around."

(Emphasis ours.)

And again [A. 259]

:

Q. Between the time you felt the engine go into

reverse and the time of the collision, was it as much

as a minute? A. What?

Q. Was the time as long as a minute between the

time the engine went in reverse and the time of the

collision? A. I don't know, I don't remember ex-

actly the time.

Q. But a very short time? A. Yes, very short

time.

Q. When you got back down in the engine room

after the collision were the engines still going astern,

still reversing? A. Yes.

Q. You said you thought the Taiyo was almost

stopped when the collision happened. A. Yes."

While this witness spoke English with considerable diffi-

culty, this testimony in its essentials is clear and amply

corroborates the other testimony from the Taiyo that the

Taiyo's engines were not started up again after the slow-

ing and stopping shortly before the collision. This testi-

mony cannot be distorted into the construction that appel-
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lant would seek to put upon it; namely, that the witness

did not go down into the engine room until after the

Taiyo stopped and threw bait. There is no suggestion in

the testimony of this witness that the engine w^as stopped

and then started up again immediately thereafter. On

the contrary, the testimony as to slowing and then stop-

ping before he came out on deck is clearly in exact accord

with the Taiyo's other testimony and utterly at variance

with appellant's theory.

The testimony of the witness, moreover, shows that

before the period of time in the engine room, he stayed

on deck while the engine was stopped, that he went below

when the engine started and that he did not then see the

Dependable. [A. 240.] ]f the Dependable had then

been under way a short distance ahead of the Taiyo, as

appellant would have us believe, surely the v.'itness would

have seen it. Appellant also speculates on the possibility

that the witness got the impression that the Dependable

was in motion "from the swing and forward motion of

the Taiyo herself." This is simply ridiculous in the face

of the drawings made by Hidman [A. 243-249] which

unmistakably show the Dependable crossing ahead of

the Taiyo and corroborates completely the testimony of

Imahashi and Shibata.

Appellant seeks to explain the admitted fact that the

Taiyo stopped and threw out bait while the Dependable

was still proceeding at 8^ knots by indulging in the

speculation that the men on the Taiyo were fooled by the

fact that the wake of the school had passed by them, lead-
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ing them to believe that they were right at the school

when they were not, in fact. This contention is not ovXy

unreasonable but ignores the positive evidence that the

Taiyo was at the school, and that the fish were actually

observed on the starboard side of the Taiyo just prior to

the collision. [Shibata, A. 214; T. Imahashi, A. 233.]

It may well be that there were indeed two schools of

fish, but that, if true, could not make any difference. It

is apparent that the Taiyo observed one school and pro-

ceeded to it, stopped with the school on its starboard hand

and started fishing. The Dependable about the same

time pursued the same or another school and without any

regard for the Taiyo's rights and probably largely ob-

livious to the Taiyo's presence, followed the school on a

course converging with that of the Taiyo and suddenly

found herself in front of the Taiyo at a distance too short

to escape disaster. As we say, whether there was one or

whether there were two schools does not affect the ap-

plicable principle. The Taiyo arrived first alongside of

the school she was pursuing and her arrival alongside of

that school cast upon the Dependable, both by law and

custom, the burden of avoiding a dangerous approach.
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II.

The Obvious Inaccuracy of Various Estimates of

Times and Distances on Both Sides Does Not
Impugn the Correctness of the Court's Basic Find-

ings in the TAIYO'S Favor.

In any collision case there will be found considerable

inaccuracy in estimates of time and distances. In cases

involving fishing vessels such inaccuracies are bound to

be even greater than in ordinary merchant vessels. No

one on either side took any accurate bearings; no proper

log books are required or kept, except as to the one matter

of major concern, namely, the quantity of fish caught;

the engine is controlled from the pilot house and no record

of engine maneuvers is kept; the vessels are not steering

on regular courses and when pursuing a school of fish,

little, if any, attention is paid to the compass headings.

So far as the time estimates are concerned on both sides,

no one pretends to have checked such estimates against a

clock or even a watch and in such a situation it is not at

all surprising that wide variations occurred in estimates

given by difTerent witnesses or that inconsistencies de-

veloped in certain features in the testimony of the same

witnesses.

The diagrams made by Captain Imahashi do tend to

show that the school of fish was directly to the south of

the Taiyo but his testimony is perfectly clear that the

school v.^as southeast of the Taiyo [A. 111-117] and that

the Dependable bore on the Taiyo's port quarter after

the Taiyo had turned around and headed for the school.

[A. 118.] Although Imahashi thought the fish were mov-
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ing to the south, it seems to be conceded by all the other

witnesses on both sides that the school was moving slightly

to the east. On this testimony, with the Dependable to

the northeast, it is apparent that the Taiyo could proceed

for some distance in a southeasterly direction and that

the Dependable even before she started up would still

be substantially the same distance away as she was in

the starting position. In other words, there is no real

basis for appellant's assumption, contrary to the evidence

on the subject, that it is a necessary inference from

Imahashi's testimony that the Dependable was ever as

much as three-quarters of a mile astern of the Taiyo.

Even if it were, it would merely mean that the sketch was

not exactly accurate. It may well be that even the half-

mile estimate of Captain Imahashi is too high. This in

no way discredits the fundamental claim that the Depend-

able was the overtaking vessel.

The same thing is true of Shibata's testimony. If the

Taiyo was proceeding in a southeasterly direction and

both vessels zuere on converying courses, thus running

two sides of a triangle, it would follow that with both

running at the same speed, the distance between the two

boats would constantly narrow and not widen. It is not

"perfectly obvious," as appellant asserts, that the Depend-

able could not make any appreciable gain on the Taiyo

as long as the Taiyo was going full ahead. On converg-

ing courses, that is precisely what would happen. That is

no "miracle"—that is elementary geometry. All of the

discussion on page 25 to 27, inclusive, of appellant's brief

tends to prove is that the directions shown on some of the

diagrams are not literally correct. There also may be a

large margin of error in some of the estimates of distance,

which are of course estimates purely, but this does not

cast any doubt on the basic accuracy of the Taiyo's claim
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that she started ahead of the Dependable and that while

she was slowing her engine and then stopping, the De-

PE-NDABLE overtook her on a converging course.

Nor do we contend that hteral rehance can be placed on

the estimates of elapsed time given by the Taiyo's wit-

nesses. Unless a watch or a clock is actually used, it is

simply impossible for witnesses recollecting occurrences

after the event to give more than an approximate estimate.

The estimate that the Taiyo slowed her engine for two or

three minutes before she stopped [A. 177] seems pretty

accurate as it is quite possible the fish were moving with

the vessel, and also the maneuver was calculated to get

ahead of the school and head off the fish. [A. 176.] The

estimate that three minutes elapsed from the stop to the

collision may well be somewhat high. Time estimates are

more often overstated than understated. We make no

claim that the Taiyo's witnesses are infallible in these

matters. But there was obviously plenty of time for the

Dependable to overtake the Taiyo while the latter was

reducing speed and stopping. The Dependable would go

over twenty-five hundred feet in three minutes.

So far as mis-estimates of time and distance are con-

cerned, there are even more egregious discrepancies in the

Dependable's testimony. The Dependable's witnesses

are completely at variance, for example, as to the distance

initially separating the two boats. Joe Alioto testified that

the Taiyo was from one-half a mile to three-quarters of

a mile away when the Dependable's engines were started.

[A. 275.] Sardina, on the other hand, stated that when

the Dependable started to head for the fish, the Taiyo

was a little over 400 feet away. [A. 335.] Frank Alioto,

Sr., states that the Taiyo at the time the school of fish

was sighted was on the right side of the Dependable
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about 400 feet apart. [A. 363.] Thus it appears that

according to Joe AHoto the distance separating the two

vessels was about ten times as great as that given by the

other two witnesses. The assertion is made in appellant's

brief that the Dependable's witnesses did not claim to

have been overtaken while under way and that the alleged

overtaking took place several minutes after the Depend-

able had stopped her engines. Yet the witness Joe Alioto,

who, as we have seen, testified that the Taiyo started

from a position one-half to three-quarters of a mile (3000

to 4500 feet) away from the Dependable, stated that

when the Taiyo was seen to stop and throw bait, it was

only a block and a half away [A. 279] or say, 450 to 600

feet. This would certainly seem to indicate that the

Dependable claims that the Taiyo did most of the over-

taking before the Dependable arrived in the vicinity of

the school of fish she was pursuing. Frank Alioto, vSr.,

testified that the Taiyo was only one boat length behind

the Dependable when the Taiyo stopped to throw out

bait. [A. 374.] This witness also testified that the De-

pe,ndable was "at least" four boat lengths away from the

school at that time. [A. 374.] By this, of course, he

must mean that in his estimation the distance could have

been no greater than four boat lengths, or 344 feet. It

is admitted that the Dependable stopped her engine when

she got within 75 or 100 feet of the school and on this

testimony, therefore, she would at her speed of 8>4 knots

traverse the distance between the time the Taiyo was seen

to stop and the time she stopped her own engine in some-

thing like twenty seconds. Yet Alioto stated solemnly

that three or four—probably five—minutes elapsed before

the Depe,ndable's engines were stopped! [A. 374.]

Similar substantial discrepancies can be found in the

Dependable's evidence with respect to the direction in
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which the vessel was heading when she was pursuing

the school. Joe Alioto, it will be remembered, testified

that the school of fish was in a general northeasterly

direction from the Dependable and he even claimed that

when the Dependable headed for the school she was on

a compass course of about 75°. [A. 277.] But con-

siderable doubt is cast upon the accuracy of this evidence

by the extremely evasive manner in which the witness

dealt with the simple question whether he looked at the

compass to determine the ship's heading when the school

of fish was first seen. It took the witness three pages

of testimony before he would finally take a position with

respect to the looking at the compass. [A. 315-317.]

He later admitted, however, that once the Dependable

started for the fish she kept moving with the fish and

that as long as a school is in sight one did not pay much

attention to what the compass heading was. [A. 321.]

Sardina, on the other hand, testified that when the

school of fish was sighted the Dependable was headed

east. [A. 333-334.]

Frank Alioto, Sr., testified that the school of fish was

to the east and partly south. [A. 362, A. 363.] He also

stated that when the Dependable followed the fish she

turned a little to the south. [A. 364, A. 365.] It will be

observed that the testimony of the witness last mentioned

tends to corroborate the Taiyo's claim that the Depend-

able, in pursuing the school, crowded in closer to the

course of the Taiyo and eventually crossed the Taiyo's

bow just before the collision.
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III.

The Alleged Demonstration of the Impossibility of the

TAIYO'S Story Proves Nothing More Than That

the TAIYO Did Not Move a Substantial Distance

Astern Prior to the Collision. We Make No Claim

That She Did.

The detailed discussion on pages 35-41 of appellant's

brief proves no more than that the Taiyo did not actually

move any considerable distance astern prior to the col-

lision. That, we freely concede. No contention was

made in the libel that the Taiyo was going astern through

the water at the moment of collision and we think it is

undoubtedly the case that the Taiyo still had some head-

way at the moment of impact. That is the effect of prac-

tically all of the Taiyo's testimony. Counsel seize on

one statement made by Captain Imahashi which does

seem to say that the Taiyo went backward about a boat

length before the collision, and then proceed to char-

acterize that testimony as the "Taiyo's evidence" on the

subject. It is clear enough from Captain Imahashi's

whole examination that whether or not he intended to

make the statement attributed to him by the interpreter

on page 121 of the apostles, he later corrected that testi-

mony and stated unequivocally that the Taiyo was not

actually going astern through the water when the collision

occurred. It is quite possible that by his earlier state-

ment he meant merely that the Taiyo traveled about a

boat length with her engine reversed before the collision.
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Captain Imahashi testified on cross-examination as fol-

lows [A. 180]

:

"Q. When you gave the order to reverse the

engines did you tell Shibata that or did you make a

signal with your hand? A. I gave command orally.

Q. Then did you feel the engines go into re-

verse, did you feel the engines start? A. I think

it was just about when reverse, at the time the reverse

motion began to take effect on my boat and the time

Dependable struck at the helm was simultaneous/'

(Emphasis ours.)

And again [A. 181] :

"A. What I want to say just about the time the

reverse action was to take place the collision took

place, and it was not after the reverse effect was tak-

ing place that the Dependable collided with us."

(Emphasis ours.)

Also [A. 183]

:

"Q. Did it move any? A. At the time of col-

lision, collision took place, in that instant there

wasn't any time there, space of time at all with the

other, at the same time." (Emphasis ours.)

While, due to the necessity of interpreting statements

made in Japanese, the English is at times a little odd,

it is evident that what the witness is trying to say is that

the reversal and attempted rudder movement came so

soon before the collision that neither the rudder nor the

screw had time to have much, if any, effect.
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Similar testimony was given by all the other witnesses

for the Taiyo. Shibata testified that the command to

reverse came very shortly before the collision. [A. 208.]

The obvious implication is that the Taiyo did not have

time to gather sternway at the moment of impact.

Shigeo Imahashi testified that just before the collision

the vessel was proceeding ahead very slowly. [A. 230.]

T.Imahashi testified that the vessel was "practically

stopped" at the moment of collision [A. 234] which, of

course, is inconsistent with any contention that the vessel

had sternway, but is consistent with the other testimony

that she was proceeding ahead very slowly.

The engineer Hidman also testified that he thought

the Taiyo was "almost stopped" at the moment of col-

lision. [A. 253, A. 259.]

In the face of this testimony it will be seen that appel-

lant's entire argument in this connection is immaterial.

It tends to rebut an alleged contention, which we do not

make, that the Taiyo actually backed away from the

Dependable's course prior to the collision, but nothing

in the argument even tends to show that there is anything

impossible or even improbable in the Taiyo's testimony

that the Dependable put her rudder to the left just

before the collision. The argument loses all validity if

the Taiyo was still going ahead slowly, dead in the water

or even just starting to go astern at the moment of

collision. A fortiori, there is nothing in the argument

which reflects upon the accuracy of the Taiyo's conten-

tion that the Dependable cut suddenly in front of the

Taiyo so close as to make the collision inevitable.
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IV.

The DEPENDABLE'S Improvident Left Rudder Im-

mediately Before the Collision Is Corroborated by

Admissions of the Witness Sardina and Is Not

Refuted by the Marks of the Collision on the

DEPENDABLE. Those Marks Tend to Confirm

the TAIYO'S Version of the Collision.

The Taiyo's witnesses stated that just about the time

her own engine was ordered reversed the helmsman of

the Dependable was observed to make a hard left turn

which had the effect of swinging the starboard quarter

of the Dependable to the right, into and against the

stem of the Taiyo. J. Imahashi [A. 114], M. Shibata

[A. 211]. Engineer Hidman also stated that just before

the collision he observed a "fat fellow" at the wheel of the

Dependable turn the wheel to port. [A. 247.]

It is true that Joe Alioto and Frank Alioto, Sr., stated

that the Dependable's rudder was turned not to the

left but to the right, but the lower court, on this con-

flicting evidence, found that "very shortly before the col-

Hsion the Dependable put her rudder to the left, which

had the effect of throwing the Dependable's starboard

quarter directly into the Taiyo's stem." [A. 85.]

It is altogether reasonable to suppose that this left

swing did occur. In the emergency created by her own

improvident navigation it would be an entirely natural

reaction for the helmsman on the Dependable to attempt

to swing his boat away from the Taiyo by giving a left

rudder without considering that the immediate effect

would be to throw the after part of the Dependable

directly toward the approaching Taiyo.
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In the face of the conflict of testimony on this point

the evidence of the Dependable's witness Sardina is

significant. The witness testified [A. 339] :

"Q. Well, do you remember testifying before the

inspectors at San Pedro in September of this year?

A. Yes.

Q. Do you remember giving this testimony on

that occasion—on page 26: Question: 'I think he

said just before the collision the Dependable was

turning a little bit toward the school of fish. Is

that what he said?' Answer: 'Yes.' A. Yes.

Q. And the next question: 'In what direction?'

Answer: 'Toward the left hand.' A. Yes."

In the briefing of the case in the trial court we stipu-

lated with appellant that immediately following the above-

quoted questions and answers, the following question

and answer appear in the transcript of the proceedings

before the inspectors:

"(Mr. Black) Q. He (you) noticed your ship

was turning left at the moment of the collision?

A. No, when he sighted the fish, while he was

going for the fish, the boat was moving left for the

fish."

As this testimony was apparently inconsistent with the

demonstration the witness had made with the small ship's

models, in order to make it perfectly clear, the witness

was asked again [A. 339] :

"Q. I think he said at the time of the collision

your boat was making about a mile or a mile and

a half an hour, and just before the collision your ship

was also turning slightly to the left all the time. Is

that correct?"
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And the unmistakable and unequivocal answer came

back:

*'A. Yes, was turning a little bit left because

was on top the fish."

If the left turn was made while the Dependable was

on top of the fish it was made immediately before the

collision, and not merely while going toward the fish.

It is true that on his deposition the witness said he

didn't know which way the vessel was swinging, but

his unmistakable statement made before the inspectors a

few days after the collision is entitled to considerable

weight and affords substantial corroboration of the

Taiyo's witnesses who saw the Dependable's helmsman,

standing in plain sight on top of the pilot house, turn his

wheel to the left.

In Royal Mail Steam Packet Co. v. Companhia de N.

L. B., 50 F. (2d) 207, 210, the court remarked that the

stories told by witnesses at an investigation held right

after the collision are entitled to much greater weight

than those given at a later date by deposition.

The marks on the Dependable resulting from the

collision are susceptible of no such construction as appel-

lant seeks to put upon them. It may well be that the

Taiyo still had some headway at the moment of impact,

but appellant now, in effect, agrees with us that the

marks and damage on the Dependable are so superficial

that they eloquently negative the claim that the Taiyo

hit the Dependable at full speed or nearly full speed.

We think it is inconceivable that if the Taiyo had crashed

into the Dependable's side head-on at full speed with

momentum sufficient to crush in her stem piece she would

at the same time have left only the trivial scratch on the
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paint on the Dependable's guard shown in claimant's

Exhibits F and G. [A. 288, A. 290.] The photographs

themselves are convincing that the Taiyo did not ram

the Dependable at full speed as the Dependable's wit-

nesses charge.

We are frankly unable to follow appellant's suggestion

that the displacement ''straight up" of the wood fibers of

the guard shows a right-angle contact. (App. Br. p. 43.)

In the first place we are not sure that the picture shows

a vertical displacement. In the second place the displace-

ment "straight up" tells us nothing about the angle of

collision; it merely would mean that neither vessel had

any list at the moment of impact.

On the other hand, the fact that the two scratches on

the bulwark, evidently made by the Taiyo^s stem, are

forward of the discharge pipes, whereas the marks of

impact on the guardrail are just under the discharge

pipes shows convincingly that the angle of impact was not

a right angle but an acute angle; otherwise the mark on

the bulwark would have been directly over the mark on

the guard.

Nor is there any merit in the claim that on the Taiyo^s

version of the collision the Taiyo would necessarily have

scraped her bow along the Dependable's side aft of the

point of impact.

In appellant's argument the undisputed fact is over-

looked that at the moment of collision the Taiyo's engine

was going full astern and her reversing right-handed

screw was tending to throw the Taiyo's stem to the right.

[A. 122.] When the Dependable, coming from the

Taiyo's left to the Taiyo's right, struck the stem of the

Taiyo^ it, of course, pushed the Taiyo's head in the
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same direction in which the Dependable was going, and

in the same direction in which the Taiyo's head was

already tending, namely, to the Taiyo^s right, with the

result that the bow of the Taiyo w^ould naturally bound

away from the Dependable and, consequently, there

would be no scraping at all. Captain Imahashi testified

that when he dived over the side and examined the stem

of the Taiyo he found that the stem was slightly twisted

to flic right and that the stem had been pulled away from

the planking on the port bow. [A. 194, A. 195.]

Frank Alioto, Jr., also testified that he noticed the

planking had been pulled away from the stem of the

Taiyo as a result of the impact. [A. 357.] These

factors show beyond question that the Dependable

struck the Taiyo's stem a blow moving from the Taiyo's

left to the Taiyo's right.

We also insist that the fact that the point of the initial

impact is considerably forward of the point where the

Dependable's skiff was smashed, conclusively demon-

strates that the Dependable had way on her. Both

vessels listed as a result of the collision. It is undisputed

that the Dependable listed to port and the Taiyo to

starboard. When the vessels rolled back after this list

the Dependable's skiff was struck. During the interval

between the roll and the counter-roll the Taiyo's stem

was swinging to the right, both as the result of the im-

petus given by the Dependable and of the Taiyo's

reversing screw. Yet the second point of impact on the

Dependable's skiff was astern of the initial point of

contact. This could happen only because the Dependable

had considerable forward motion at the time of the col-

lision and carried it afterwards. The suggestion that the

Taiyo was swinging to the left at the moment of the
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collision is not only contrary to the inherent probabilities

of the situation and to all of the Taiyo's evidence on

the subject, but finds no real support even in the Depend-

able's evidence. All Frank Alioto testified to was that

the Taiyo turned to her left as she approached the

Dependable. This, of course, is denied by the Taiyo,

but it is not equivalent to a claim that the Taiyo was

swinging to her left when the collision occurred. The

witness Jack Sardina testified [A. 345] :

"Q. Did you notice whether the Taiyo was

swinging either way at the time of the collision or

whether she was coming straight on. A. Right

straight towards us."

We agree with counsel for appellant that the almost

universal tendency of witnesses in collision cases is to

underestimate the speed of their own vessel and over-

estimate that of the other ship. It is clear from

the physical facts that both vessels probably had

way on them at the time of the impact, but we think

it equally clear that everything points to the Dependable

having much more way on her than the Taiyo had. As

we have said, there is nothing in the physical evidence

that casts the slightest doubt upon the Taiyo's contention

that the Dependable cut suddenly in front of her at so

short a distance as to make the collision inevitable, instead

of keeping out of the Taiyo's way. Even if it should

be assumed that the Dependable did not actually "side-

swipe" the Taiyo and that the blow was hard and direct,

the Dependable would still be at fault if she cut so

suddenly in front of the Taiyo that the latter could not

avoid striking her. The Dependable was bound, under

the circumstances, to keep out of the Taiyo's way, and

equally bound to avoid crossing ahead of her, and she

did neither.
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V.

On Any Theory of the Case the DEPENDABLE Was
Clearly at Fault and the TAIYO Equally Clearly

Free From Fault.

Appellant calls attention to a sketch allegedly made by

the Taiyo's engineer under the captain's direction to

accompany a report to the Mexican authorities. [A.

191.] This sketch was never properly authenticated.

Although the engineer testified fully he was not shown

the sketch or asked any questions about it, and the

record is silent with respect to the circumstances under

which the sketch was made.

It is submitted that the sketch does not differ in any

essential particular from the other drawings. The sketch

does not purport to indicate which vessel started in motion

first, nor is it oriented with respect to the compass direc-

tions. It is true that it is susceptible of the construction

that the case might present a crossing rather than an

overtaking situation, but even if this were the fact, it

could not help the Dependable, as on that theory of the

case the Dependable, having the Taiyo on the former's

starboard hand, would be a burdened vessel and bound

to keep out of the Taiyo's way.

Article 19 of the International Rules reads as follows

"When two steam vessels are crossing, so as to

involve risk of collision, the vessel which has the

other on her own starboard side shall keep out of

the way of the other."

The first paragraph of Article 24 reads

:

"Notwithstanding anything contained in these rules

every vessel, overtaking any other, shall keep out

of the way of the overtaken vessel."
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Article 22 states

:

"Every vessel which is directed by these rules to

keep out of the way of another vessel shall, if the

circumstances of the case admit, avoid crossing ahead

of the other."

Article 29 provides:

"Nothing in these rules shall exonerate any vessel,

or the owner or master or crew thereof, from the

consequences of any neglect to carry lights or signals,

or of any neglect to keep a proper lookout, or of the

neglect of any precaution which may be required by

the ordinary practice of seamen, or by the special

circumstances of the case."

Thus it will be seen that, on any theory of the case,

the Dependable was bound to keep out of the Taiyo's

way and to avoid crossing ahead of the Taiyo. It is

clear that she did neither.

If this case be treated as a crossing situation, the

Taiyo was clearly within her rights in pursuing the

school of fish, slowing, stopping and fishing. It is well

settled that holding her course and speed does not mean

literally adhering to her compass course or retaining the

speed in knots that the vessel may have had when the

two ships first began to navigate with respect to each

other. The rule requires only that the holding-on vessel

continue with the maneuver or operation in which she

is at the time engaged. This principle is discussed in

The Nezv Moon (D. C. Wash. 1932), 55 F. (2d)

928.

There a fishing boat engaged within an industrial

fishing zone at sea set her net and cast her seine and

then, giving a signal, proceeded to port to circle the fish.
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across the course of the first and was held solely due

to the second boat's fault—the second boat being bound

to keep out of the way of the first and the first boat

having, within the meaning of the rules, held her course

and speed.

In this case the Taiyo did not materially change her

heading, nor did she do anything with her engine until

just before the collision, when she reversed as it became

apparent that the Dependable probably could not escape

collision by her action alone.

Both sides have pleaded, and the evidence shows, the

existence of a well-established custom that when a fishing

boat locates and starts to fish at a small school, all other

boats must keep out of her way. This is a rule of

common sense and is eminently fair. There can be no

reasonable doubt that under the facts in this case the

Taiyo reached the school first (at least she reached the

school she had been pursuing) and was actually com-

mencing fishing operations. She was entitled to continue

those operations undisturbed by other vessels and the

fact, if it was the fact, that the Dependable may have

been following another school that led her into dangerous

proximity to the Taiyo afifords the Dependable no

excuse for bringing about this collision.

As we have seen, the Dependable might also be

charged with unskillful navigation in giving an improvi-

dent left rudder at the crucial time. Probably she could

be charged with a violation of Article 29 of the Inter-

national Rules whether or not the case be regarded as

one of special circumstances. It seems clear that the

Dependable was not keeping a good lookout. She was

obviously paying attention to nothing but fish and was
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handled in complete disregard of the presence of the

Taiyo. From any point of view it is submitted that the

navigation of the Dependable was utterly unjustified.

By the same token the evidence discloses no basis upon

which the Taiyo could be held to blame for this collision.

It is submitted that the decree holding the Dependable

solely at fault is amply sustained by the record, and that

the decree appealed from should be affirmed, with costs.

Farnham p. Griffiths,

Harold A. Black,

McCuTCHEN, Olney, Mannon & Greene,

Proctors for Appellees.


